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UAGC Earns Highest Quality Rating  
Contributed by UAGC English teacher, Brent Chamberlain. Originally published on 
www.uagreencareers.org  

On Friday, February 26, 2016, Daisy Concepcion, Director of School Quality in the Department of 
Education, conducted our School Quality Review. Ms. Concepcion observed in eight classrooms, and 
spoke with students, parents and staff. Her task was to give the UAGC community feedback on the 
kind of school we have become, highlight our areas of celebration, and recommend our next steps.    

The day was filled with incredible examples from the culture of learning UAGC has built since its 
inception. Looking specifically at the instructional core of curriculum, pedagogy and assessment, 
alongside the school's culture of high expectations and structures for improving learning, Ms. 
Concepcion concluded that UAGC is Well Developed, the highest rating, in every category assessed.  
Last year, the Department of Education conducted 1,234 School Quality Reviews. Of those 
reviewed, only 93, or 7.5%, of schools received a Well Developed on all five quality indicators.  

STUDENTS 

While visiting multiple classrooms, Ms. Concepcion 
remarked on how scholarly UAGC students are, both in 
behavior and in language. "They speak, clearly, about the 
ways they are learning. Students think about both how and 
why they do school work; no tasks are meaningless, 
monotonous, or boring. All work is done to accomplish 
something for a given audience and mindfulness permeates 
all activity." "All students," Ms. Concepcion noted, "are 
cognitively engaged in higher-order, active participation." 

In her meeting with students across all grade levels, 
students explained the work they are doing in each class, 
and how it serves their long-term goals for college- and 
career-readiness. Seniors, juniors, and sophomores 
explained the importance of "breaching," recognizing their 
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(L-R): Freshman Jesus Rueda with 
sophomores Jose Manuel Salce 
Mor i l lo and Jenni fer Al latore, 
debating the meaning of a text during 
Cooperative Unison Reading.
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own confusion and working to resolve it. They expressed the power of working with their peers, 
through Unison Reading, Responsibility Teams, and Shares. They explained how they develop their 
own intentions and take on the responsibility of breaking down learning standards for themselves, 
with the support of their teachers. Several students talked about how much the Learning Cultures 
formats have empowered them since arriving at UAGC. 

"This all sounds nice," Ms. Concepcion said, "but what if I just came to the school and sat in the back. 
What if I just refused to participate in all this stuff?" 

"Miss," said freshman Dijon Pleasant, grabbing her arm, "They won't let you! Teachers will work to 
pull you in, talking with you and encouraging you. That didn't work for me when I first got here, so 
Keepers of the Culture met with me. They wouldn't let me refuse to participate!" He went on to 
describe how, through his work with Keepers of the Culture, he learned how to think and talk about 
his own learning. Though he had struggled with school when he first arrived at UAGC, he now is able 
to "feel success" in working through tough texts and content. 

PARENTS 

Ten UAGC parents also met to discuss the 
impact the UAGC community has had on their 
children. Ms. Concepcion began by asking them 
about the Common Core Standards, which have 
been the subject of much state and federal 
debate. 

"We can't say much about the Common Core," 
parents said in answer, several of whom were 
educated in languages other than English, "but 
we know that our children are learning how to 
think, and are learning about how they learn." 
They talked at length about the power of 
metacognition, and the ways UAGC has 
empowered their children to speak, listen, read, 
and write. 

"I moved to this country for greater 
opportunity," said the mother of senior Candy 
Gonzalez. She went on to describe how life in 

New York is a continual struggle, but that the opportunities American education, through UAGC, has 
given to her daughter have made it worthwhile. "In four years, she has learned English, published 
writing, become an accomplished speaker, and will be graduating in June, participating in an 
internship in Germany over the summer, and beginning college in the fall." 

Other parents echoed the ways their children have been empowered by pursuing their passions at 
UAGC. When Ms. Concepcion asked about the different kinds of curriculum at UAGC, and wondered 
how parents knew if their children were really learning, parents responded with confidence that their 
students show them evidence, regularly, of the work they are pursuing in their classes. 
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Parents speaking with Global History teacher, 
Marco Arango, at the Fall Curriculum Night, an 
introduction to the incredible work of UAGC 
students and Learning Cultures. 
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STAFF 

Ms. Concepcion recognized our teachers as the greatest area of celebration at UAGC. Every teacher 
pushes for rigor and maintains a culture of high expectations. "Teachers' strategies," Ms Concepcion 
said, "are nimble, like a spider-web--built through all of the classes to support student learning." She 
noted how teachers work with students and parents to develop "concentric circles of understanding 
and clarity." She talked about how "actionable, meaningful feedback" is woven throughout the 
curriculum, supporting both the "learning of content and of metacognition, how to think." 

Teachers push rigor in the classrooms, specifically through the Learning Cultures formats. Unison 
Reading, especially, was singled out as a powerful way that students develop the strategies and skills 
to expand their own learning. "I watched students wrestle with an idea," Ms. Concepcion added, "the 
teacher gave them the space to make mistakes, and let them read, re-read, and re-read again the text 
they were struggling with." In the end, the students learned where their understanding broke down, 
breached the text to make their thinking visible at the points of confusion, and were able to then 
resolve and build understanding. 

"What a powerful example of learning" she noted. 

While so much of this is about the work of the school team, Ms. Concepcion prefaced her comments 
by saying how much depends on the leadership of the principal. She reflected that students and 
parents alike discussed how Principal Kerry Decker was always in classrooms, working with students 
and teachers to improve the power and quality of instruction. "In too many schools, the principal is 
shut away in the office," added Ms. Concepcion. Instead, at Green Careers, every part of the 
community works together to empower and strengthen the students. 

WELCOME TO OUR CLASSROOM 

At UAGC, we are excited by the way our community continues to grow and evolve. As an open-
enrollment school, we're grateful to have the support of the Department of Education as we continue 
to serve any student who wants to be a part of our community.  

Ms. Concepcion noted how each school is New York City should be seen as one "classroom," a 
singular place of learning that is part of the city-wide school community of over 1800 "classrooms." 
We welcome you to be a part of our classroom, to visit, to partner, or to join.  

Breaking Ground on Professional Certification 
After a week of mandatory state exams, twenty-two UAGC 11th 
and 12th graders opted to take an additional, non-mandated 
exam on a non-school day, provided by the US Green Buildings 
Council.  

Throughout the fall semester, roughly seventy-five students in 
Chris Sedita's 11th and 12th grade sections of Sustainable 
Buildings learned the principles and practices of green building 
design, physics, engineering and construction. These students 
were learning curriculum aligned to industry standards vetted 
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Mr. Sedita (front right) answering 
a student's question.
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by the US Green Buildings Council and Urban Green (NYC's 
USGBC branch), curriculum designed for professionals 
already in the buildings industry seeking to advance their 
k n o w l e d g e 
base, career 
opportunities, 
employability 
and salaries. 
O f t h e s e 
s t u d e n t s , 
t w e n t y - o n e 
11th graders 
and one 12th 

grader opted to sit for GPro Fundamentals of Building 
Green to cap off their Regents week. As an additional 
preparation for the exam, the students arrived at 
8:30am to sit for a four-hour class with Mr. Sedita, 
covering concepts and content from throughout the 
semester in greater detail. Following the lecture, and a 
brief break for lunch, the students took the test 
administered by a certified proctor from the USGBC. 

The GPro Fundamentals exam covers the topics of 
causes and impacts of a changing climate, economic 
and health benefits of green building, green building 
strategies, introduction to LEED certification criteria, 
complying with green codes and standards, 
transitioning to sustainable construction practices, 
and the importance of building commissioning and systems quality assurance. Students who pass 
this exam earn the GPRO:FUND credential, a nationally-recognized professional certification usually 

reserved for adults in the industry. This level of 
certification will give successful UAGC students a leg 
up on their competition. Whether applying to post-
secondary architecture or engineering programs, or 
directly entering the green buildings industry after 
graduation, they will be the youngest applicants with 
this certification.  

Junior Jose Hernandez, who passed the certification 
exam, "took the test because it's a really good resume 
booster; it'll make me stand out on my applications to 
engineering programs. It shows that I've mastered the 
fundamentals of green building, and gives me a base 
for the variety of careers within the buildings 
industry." Fellow junior, Starlyn Reyes, who also 
passed the exam, agreed, "[opting into the test] was a 
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UAGC students during the GPro 
Fundamentals primer.

Juniors (L-R) Brian Nunez and Nadya 
Diaz support and supervise Freddy 
Hernandez, who is installing natural-fiber 
insulation around an electrical outlet in 
the "green" house being constructed by 
Mr. Sedita's 10th - 12th grade students.

Juniors (L-R) Raquel Ferreira, Albi Sula 
and Jose Hernandez. "Pictured" (pinned 
on the wall), Starlyn Reyes, who was 
completing a Geometry test at the time 
this photograph was taken.
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good opportunity. I'm young and don't know what kind of career I might have in the future, but I 
want to work within the buildings field and this certification will give me more options." For junior 
Raquel Ferreira, taking the test was about more than her future career. "There’s a stereotype that 
women are supposed to work at home, take care of the kids, or have “easier” jobs than men. To be an 
independent woman, one thing we need to have is the knowledge of basic handiwork around the 
home, and more complex design and construction principles – it’s not just a field for men. I don't 
know what kind of job lies ahead for me, but if I go into construction or building design, this course 
and this test are good preparation. Also, if I become a homeowner in the future, instead of hiring a 
company to weatherize or green my house, I can do it myself, and will be more informed in what 
renovations to make." "I agree with Raquel," said junior Albi Sula, who achieved the highest score on 
the exam, and wants to study green architecture in college. "With the knowledge we've gained, we 
would know what to do to make any building more energy efficient." 

As a Career and Technical Education school, New York State requires our students to participate in 
industry certification examinations as one of the eligibility criteria for earning an optional CTE-
endorsement on their diplomas.  

Educating on Renewable Energy 
Throughout the fall term, Solar One, a New York City-based green 
energy education organization that provides urban sustainability 
and education programming, delivered 10 hands-on sessions to 
UAGC 9th graders in their Introduction to Green Careers course. 
This opportunity was made possible through project funding from 
NYSERDA (New York State Energy Research and Development 
Agency). 

During the 10 sessions, Solar One instructor, Sarah Pidgeon, 
engaged our students in lessons including the topics of measuring 
conductive heat transfer, conducting a solar site assessment, 
creating series and parallel circuits, renewable energy such as 
photovoltaics, solar thermal and wind turbines, building mini solar 

racers, soldering mini solar USB 
chargers, conducting building 
appliance and lighting audits, and 
understanding climate change. According to Intro to Green teacher, 
Popi Claudio, the Solar One lessons "broadened their understanding 
of sustainable products, and how they themselves can create 
sustainable products. They are also more consciously aware of the 
amount of pollution we create and energy we use every day."  

Ninth graders Sharon Lopez and Victor Reynoso also reflected on the 
importance of the guest lessons. "I want to be an engineer," said 
Lopez, "learning this content can help me on that path. I like 
designing and building things--my favorite lesson with Sarah was 
when we made the solar cars. We got to design them the way we 
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(L-R) Sharon Lopez and 
Victor Reynoso

9th Grader Yadeily del 
Rosario test drives her 
solar racer.
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wanted to--I added a fan that is operated by the sun." According to Reynoso, "it was very important 
to take this course. [We learned] how to take care of the environment through some very simple 
methods--like turning out lights whenever we leave a room." "We also learned about different 
improvements in lightbulbs," added Lopez. "For instance, LEDs, though more expensive than regular 
lightbulbs, use less energy and last a lot longer."  

Additionally, NYSERDA's funding enabled Pidgeon to deliver an 
afternoon of professional development for the UAGC staff. After 
a brief discussion and demonstration of how to use the New 
York City Solar Map (www.nycsolarmap.com) to learn about the 
photovoltaic arrays installed on the roof of the Louis D Brandeis 
campus during the 2009-2010 school year, Pidgeon led the staff 
on a tour of the rooftop arrays.  

The photovoltaic arrays, 
installed by Orbicon|Leif 
Hansen and Thornton 
Tomasetti, cover 5,000 
square feet, and reduce 
the building's carbon 
emissions by 195,194 
lbs/year. The panels, 
which cost $400,000 to 
install, were paid for 
through President Barack Obama's American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act of 2009. Unfortunately, UAGC students do not currently have the ability to access 
the arrays in person as the roof lacks the required safety precautions to make such an opportunity 
possible. Students can learn about the impact of the arrays via the New York City Solar Map. 

UAGC Receives Capital Funding through 
City's RESO A Process 
During Fiscal Year 2016, UAGC applied to both the offices of Manhattan Borough President Gale 
Brewer and local Council Member Helen Rosenthal for Resolution A funding, funding that 
specifically supports capital improvement projects conducted by the School Construction Authority. 
UAGC applied for a combined total of $300,000 in funding to complete a school-wide technology 
upgrade--and was successfully awarded a total $250,000 from both offices. The funding will be used 
to supply all eighteen classrooms with color printer/scanner/copiers, and enough new laptops for 
each grade level. 
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A detail of three of the four arrays.

P i d g e o n ( 4 t h f r o m l e f t ) 
explaining the purpose of the 
south-facing arrays to the UAGC 
staff. 

http://www.nycsolarmap.com

